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The Linux kernel is an open-source monolithic Unix-like computer operating system kernel.The Linux family
of operating systems is based on this kernel and deployed on both traditional computer systems such as
personal computers and servers, usually in the form of Linux distributions, and on various embedded devices
such as routers, wireless access points, PBXes, set-top boxes, FTA receivers ...
Linux kernel - Wikipedia
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To quote the "official" O'Reilly site for the book: Written by a leading developer and maintainer of the Linux
kernel, Linux Kernel in a Nutshell is a comprehensive overview of kernel configuration and building, a critical
task for Linux users and administrators.
Linux Kernel in a Nutshell
The Linux Kernel - About The Book. What is this? Another book on the Linux Kernel? Yes, I'm afraid so but
we hope this will not be just another book.
The Linux Kernel: The Book
Linux Kernel Development details the design and implementation of the Linux kernel, presenting the content
in a manner that is beneficial to those writing and developing kernel code, as well as to programmers seeking
to better understand the operating system and become more efficient and productive in their coding. The
book details the major subsystems and features of the Linux kernel ...
Linux Kernel Development, 3rd Edition | InformIT
The Linux API is the kernelâ€“user space API, which allows programs in user space to access system
resources and services of the Linux kernel. It is composed out of the System Call Interface of the Linux kernel
and the subroutines in the GNU C Library (glibc). The focus of the development of the Linux API has been to
provide the usable features of the specifications defined in POSIX in a way ...
Linux kernel interfaces - Wikipedia
This document is an attempt to provide a summary of useful command-line tools available to a GNU/Linux
based operating system, the tools listed are designed to benefit the majority of users and have being chosen
at the authors discretion.
The Linux Documentation Project: Guides
Overview. This wiki will cover the basic steps for building the Linux kernel. Getting the Kernel Source Code.
The easiest way to get access to the kernel source code is by downloading and installing the Processor SDK
Linux.
Linux Kernel Users Guide - Texas Instruments Wiki
General The Linux networking kernel code (including network device drivers) is a large part of the Linux
kernel code. Scope: We will not deal with wireless, IPv6, and multicasting. â€“ Also not with user space
routing daemons/apps, and with security attacks (like DoS, spoofing, etc.) . Understanding a packet
walkthrough in the kernel is a key to
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Linux Kernel Networking - Haifux - Haifa Linux Club
Often users may find that when attempting to boot the Linux kernel, the kernel fails at some point during the
boot sequence. Sometimes this can be caused by a software bug, but sometimes this can also be caused
through mis-configuration of the kernel.
Kernel - Common Problems Booting Linux - Texas Instruments
The family is PF_INET for IPV4 or PF_INET6 for IPV6. â€“ The family is PF_PACKET for Packet sockets,
which operate at the device driver layer. (Layer 2). pcap library for Linux uses PF_PACKET sockets: â€“ pcap
library is in use by sniffers such as tcpdump. Also hostapd uses PF_PACKET sockets: (hostapd is a wireless
access point management project)
Linux Kernel Networking â€“ advanced topics (5)
JOHN OPKIN P ECHNICA IGEST, OLUM 32, UMBE 2 2013Ëš 509 he Linux Kernel Integrity Measurer
(LKIM) is a next-generation technology for the detection of malicious modifications to a running piece of
software.
LKIM: The Linux Kernel Integrity Measurer
Debugging the kernel of a running operating system has always been tricky, but now the Qemu emulator
supports cross-platform kernel and module debugging at the programming language level.
Qemu and the Kernel Â» Linux Magazine
A kernel module is a program which can loaded into or unloaded from the kernel upon demand, without
necessarily recompiling it (the kernel) or rebooting the system, and is intended to enhance the functionality of
the kernel.
How to Load and Unload Kernel Modules in Linux - Tecmint
Linux system enhancements, optimization and compiling the kernel. The YoLinux.com Linux Information
Portal includes informative tutorials and links to many Linux sites. The YoLinux portal covers topics from
desktop to servers and from developers to users
Linux System Enhancements, Optimization and Compiling the
This article is focused on the system configuration, tools and code required to build and deploy a â€œHello
World!â€• kernel module. The second article in this series examines the topic of writing character device
drivers and how to write C/C++ programs in user space that can communicate with kernel space modules.
Writing a Linux Kernel Module â€” Part 1: Introduction
Top Device Tree page. Presentations, Papers and Articles. All items are included in the #ordered by date
section.. Each item is also included in one or more of the topics in the #grouped by topic section.
Device Tree presentations papers articles - eLinux.org
The /proc filesystem is a virtual filesystem that permits a novel approach for communication between the
Linux kernel and user space. In the /proc filesystem, virtual files can be read from or written to as a means of
communicating with entities in the kernel, but unlike regular files, the content of these virtual files is
dynamically created.
Access the Linux kernel using the /proc filesystem
Crash Dump Analysis 2014/2015 Linux 6 Kernel oops/panic output Printed in console typically on fatal CPU
exceptions Lots of architecture-specific information
Linux Crash Dump Analysis - Univerzita Karlova
Finally, the module can be removed from the kernel using the command: # rmmod nothing By issuing the
lsmod command again, you can verify that the module is no longer in the kernel.
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Writing device drivers in Linux: A brief tutorial - UniFI
Linux . For linux, we have gathered everything you need in one place.. Clone the repository git clone
https://github.com/linux-sunxi/sunxi-livesuite.git Build and ...
LiveSuit - linux-sunxi.org
System Tuning Info for Linux Servers NOTE: Most of the info on this page is about 3 years, and one or two
kernel versions out of date. This page is about optimizing and tuning Linux based systems for server oriented
tasks.
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